United Airlines is UNFAIR to Flight Attendants

Regional airline Air Wisconsin operates flights for United Airlines. Despite airline profits, Flight Attendants at Air Wisconsin are kept in poverty struggling to pay bills.

Despite the fact that United Airlines is making record profits:

- Flight Attendants at Air Wisconsin make as little as $15,120 a year.
- Air Wisconsin Flight Attendants have had their wage rates frozen since 2007.
- After years of negotiations, Air Wisconsin management insists on keeping Flight Attendants in poverty by offering a 3% raise.

Your United Airlines Flight could be operated by Air Wisconsin.

Stand with Air Wisconsin Flight Attendants:

Tweet: Hey @United, why are you keeping Air Wisconsin Flight Attendants in poverty wages? It’s time for a fair contract! #ContractNow #AirWisconsin

Recently, Air Wisconsin Flight Attendants authorized a strike by a vote of 99%. Air Wisconsin Flight Attendants are not on strike at this time. We encourage you to continue to fly Air Wisconsin while we attempt to negotiate a fair contract. Thank you for flying with Air Wisconsin.
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